
Classical Concert Violinist, Cultural Ambassador of Slovenia and Entrepreneur

“Over the past twenty-five years, I have infused creativity into organizations through the language of music,
because music, of all the arts, reaches deepest into our experience and our solar plexus of learning 
and inner transformation…”

Does business need meaning and beauty?
Are inspiration and passion instrumental for your bottom line?
Why are hard-nosed executives turning to the world of creative talent to implement change? 

If you would like to explore how answers to these questions can improve performance and vitalize  
your foundations as a leader, team-player and human being, read further … 
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THROUGH THE EYES OF CLIENTS:  
USING THE ARTS AS A TOOL FOR ORGANIZATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT TO IMPLEMENT CHANGE 

Masterpieces and Meaning

"Thank you again, Miha, for your wonderful presentation of the transformational relationship musical 
masterpieces can have on organizational development. This resonates deeply with our striving for excellence
and inspiration here at Porsche.” Porsche  

“What Miha does is fascinating, fresh and astonishingly beautiful. He would be a wonderful addition to any 
leadership programme. He decomposes musical masterpieces to illustrate the leadership journey. I would highly
recommend him if you want to add an innovative and very beautiful slant. "

European Women's Network

Innovation, Insights, Inspiration and Intellect

“It's a new way for the business world to see things.  Pogačnik's approach allows you to draw out the best part
of yourself, of your intelligence, your intuition, your inspiration.  It combines the rational part of ourselves with
our emotions... which is a key to success.” Gobbi Foundation 

Hearing

"Miha Pogačnik is so "AT ONE" with his violin; it is sheer joy to listen to his commentary and hear the profound
sounds that he evokes from that magnificent instrument ... it is an extension of his very being !"

Pfizer Global Pharmaceuticals
Art and Attitudes

“Miha Pogačnik has the vision and the interdisciplinary know-how for helping culture transcend artificial 
borders.” Javiér Peréz de Cuéllar, former U.N.Secretary-General 

“In addition to being an extraordinary virtuoso violinist, Miha is a true visionary. He possesses a special gift 
of leveraging his creative expertise, leadership and presence while incorporating classical music and art within
a corporate context to provoke creative thinking and innovative solutions.” Simmons

Essentials, Experience and Emotion

“Listening to your violin in the courtyard as the night drew close was a magical moment… It really stirred my
blood and moved my stomach - and my heart, of course. Miha, you do make magic with your music and you
have truly helped me listen with more understanding, not only to music but to people too ...Keep playing.”

Charles Handy, co-founder of London Business School

Listening, Learning and Leadership

“A great way to help management and leaders to learn to actively listen! Miha was passionate, instructive 
and really opened up the audience.”                                                                                           ABN Amro Bank

“A brilliant and challenging performance! Miha was successful in making the concept of leadership, strategy
and creativity into a personal experience. His strong personality and his unique insights have left its mark
throughout the remainder of our leadership conference.”                                                                     Whirlpool



Creating Authentic Leadership, Spurring Innovation and Inspiring Transformation…. 

"Through his consummate violin artistry and his deep appreciation of the human journey, he takes his
audiences into their own experience with change and transformation…  He creates a spell that allows
us to go more deeply into ourselves, and extract new levels of awareness and capacity." 
Margaret Wheatley, author of Leadership and the New Science and co-author of A Simpler Way

MIHA POGAČNIK (Po-gah-chnik) offers an original response to today's
quest of the business world for creativity. His cutting edge approach and genius fuel organizational 
and individual development and shed new perspective on corporate strategy. 
Miha, a former Fulbright Scholar renowned for setting the world standard in “Art and Business”:          
m has exceptional capacity to inspire business leaders to “think out of the box”; 
m helps teams intensify the spirit of innovation -  leading them towards new ways of listening 

to themselves and to others, by tapping the pathways of their intellect and emotion; 
m uses music to enhance understanding of the most pressing demands of business, ranging from 

the search for excellence and leadership, to mobilization around a powerful sense of purpose 
and direction, problem-solving and development; 

m underscores the need for openness, flexibility and courage of teams to challenge their assumptions
and ways of working;  

m demonstrates that art is a significant force for productivity, creativity, and organizational renewal. 

As President of the Institute for Development of Intercultural Relations through the Arts (IDRIART), 
he has directed  the “Annual Art and Business  Conference”, in Castle Borl-Ankenstein, Slovenia  since
1998. This event has attracted visitors from around the globe and is widely regarded as one of the major
international 'Arts & Business' events. He has also orchestrated 180 intercultural festivals around the world. 

Miha works in English, German and Slovene.  

TOPICS
m Leadership 
m Motivation / Inspiration
m Creativity
m Change
m Organizational and Human Development

UNIQUE METHODOLOGY 
m The objective is to help organizations realize their potential and become "masterpieces".
m Whether it is Bach, Beethoven, Brahms or Bartok, using his violin artistry as a catalyst, Miha

“decomposes” or “unravels” masterpieces, to explore the parallels between musical and organizational
identity and business processes. 

m The approach has developmental value through enhancing understanding. It challenges our attitudes
and assumptions about the who, what and why of organizational existence and its broader context,
paving the way for innovation and change. 

m While most presenters speak and use visual tools to underscore the message, Miha offers an 
exhilarating hybrid:  a “management-concert” with flipchart illustrations, based on the client's priorities.  

ILLUSTRATIVE CLIENTS 
Hundreds of leading companies across industries. These include Ericsson, Shell, IBM, Hewlett 
and Packard, Saatchi & Saatchi, Proctor & Gamble, Siemens, BBC World, Heineken, Pfizer, Airbus,
Emirates Airlines, Honeywell, Mattel, Esprit, Weleda, Novartis, Whirlpool, Axel Springer, Microsoft,
Deutsche Bank, Swiss Life, Western Union, Fuji Xerox, GE, Mitsubishi, ING Bank, J. Walter Thomson,
ABN Amro Bank, Fortis, Nike, Body Shop, World ESOMAR Research, Morgan Stanley, Cushman
Wakefield, Healey and Baker, Deutsche Telekom, Porsche, Volvo, Volkswagen, and others.  

Miha has made presentations to the World Bank, World Economic Forum/Davos, Davos' Global Leaders
for Tomorow, Summit for Social Entrepreneurs of Schwab Foundation; business schools such as, 
INSEAD, IMD, IEDC Bled, ESADE, IESE, Hitotsubashi Tokyo; professional associations such as World
Business Academy, European Foundation for Management Development, EFQM, and agencies of the
United Nations.

AUDIENCE
CEOs, executive boards, top management teams in business and government, as well as international
and other organizations. 

Organizational development experts, executive coaches, training specialists and human resource 
managers, lawyers, mediators, ombudsmen, social scientists, artists and cultural entrepreneurs. 

m Emotional Intelligence
m Organizational Culture 
m Team Work
m Diversity
m Art and Business 

PROGRAMME FORMAT 
Miha's groundbreaking perspective can be implemented during one of your events...

m keynote presentation at a conference 
m board retreat 
m strategic planning session or in-depth workshop 
m launch of a product/service 
m seminar, graduation or award ceremony
m professional association’s meeting 
m trade fair
m special musical event  

Or your team can come to one of Miha's events designed to meet your needs in unusual settings… 

m “The Annual Art and Business Conference”. Foremost artists, business executives, management
consultants, and academics come together for three days in enchanting Castle Borl-Ankenstein,
Slovenia. Here they forge a collaborative strategy to organizational and personal renewal through
working with the productive tension of polarities as expressed in business, art and life. 

m “The Synergy between Art and Business Cycle” built around the performance of fifty-six 
masterpieces of violin literature. In collaboration with the IEDC School of Management, Slovenia
interdisciplinary learning modules were held to enhance leadership competencies required to deal
effectively with constant change, pressure, speed and fragmentation of life. All modules concluded
with concerts with orchestra. With the “surround” method, the audience sat with the orchestra for
a more intense musical experience.

m A one-day symposium for bankers, organizational development consultants and coaches entitled
“Composing the Future: Can Music Turn Organizational Challenges into Opportunities?”  
The objective is to create a musical experience in which personal and organizational future emerge 
fueled by intellect and emotion.

m Exploratory intercultural learning journeys of individuals from the world of business, art and
academia. These cultural caravans question to what extent the interaction of culture, economy
and ecology, can divest themselves of their political roles.  For example, the “European Cultural
Identity Caravan” looked at the cultural identity of new Europe in light of European Union expansion;
the Tibet Caravan reached Tibet to build bridges between cultures, minds and perspectives in
recognition of the need for change.

Das Genie setzt die Norm?
Nirgendwo ist es offenkundiger 

als in der Kunst: 
Wer sich der Mittelmässigkeit

verschreibt, wird es nicht 
weit bringen. 

Ein Brand Eins-Gespräch 
mit dem Geiger Miha Pogačnik.
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